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About This Game

Groovy is a physics-based platformer game with puzzle elements, that will require from you speed, reaction, reflexes and
attentiveness.

Groovy is a robotic sphere that exists in the abstract and crazy world of mechanisms. The game world is divided into two modes
- Arcade and Survival, each of them filled with a unique environment, challenges and enemies.

Try your strength and get a new gaming experience by playing with a ball!

Key features:

 two absolutely different game modes;

 48 levels in Arcade Mode;

 36 from 360 randomly selected levels in Survival Mode;

 100+ special effects;
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 12 unique game items, that let you create own game strategy;

 50 music tracks in Electronic, Trance, Techno and EDM style;

 random level elements, that adds unpredictability in the game;

 32 customizable Groovy skins;

 at least 6 hours of gameplay.
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Title: GROOVY
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
SGS Team
Publisher:
SGS Team
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7 SP2, 8, 8.1, 10 64-bit

Processor: Dual Core 2.6 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GTX 550 Ti / AMD® HD 5770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

Additional Notes: Full supports, Xbox 360 Controller for Windows

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Russian,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Post Nuclear War Tower Defense? OK, I played first Mission. In this game you set up defense platforms, then buy weapon
turrets or defence structures to place on platforms. The enemy destroys them unless YOU destroy enemy first Turrets only
destroyed a couple of the monsters. Got starter weapon and ammo load-out free to start mission. Did not see any ammo
resupply. Ammo resupply not mentioned, or I missed something critical. Ran out of ammo during WAVE 9. Not much time to
set up defensive position with turrets. Turrets cost money which you earn as you destroy monsters. Game does have a decent but
basic tutoral that needs more depth. Needs to explain about acquiring ammo. Turrets need to be a much more durable since a rat
bite destroys them??? This tragic defeat was on lowest difficulty and mission one. After 20+ years of gaming and a library of
thousands of games for PC, PS, XBOX, etc, I have only two positive things to say about this game: Game has decent graphics
and ran smoothly. I RECOMMEND YOU BUY THIS GAME FOR SOMEONE YOU HATE, AND GIFT IT TO THEM!
Please note that this is a Beta and need tons of work make game interesting and enjoyable. Not recommended at this time for
playing but may be worth future consideration!. Well the game looked like a good management game about the survival of a
little girl, but the truth is that the game is just a clicker and in the most boring way =(
Sad. Perfect game!!! Very fun, nice graphic, full controller support, steam cloud, cheap game.... all is perfect!!! I recommended
this game!. This game is really fun! except there is one problem, there is not that much people who play this game ever, and ive
never played with an actual human before, so i beg you devs, will you add bots to the game? i really want to play with computers
so i can play this game at anytime, instead of in the time everyone is on, i know this is in really early developement, but i just
wanted to ask, thank you! :D. This was a really fun puzzle game that my girlfriend and I enjoyed playing together. Highly
recommend to anyone looking for local co-op puzzle games.. battlepillars........ come on now battlepillars. your dad thinks you
need a good beating man.
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Summary: A good quality retro metroidvania with only a few minor technical issues.

Prometheus - The Fire Thief is a retro action adventure game that plays like a sequel to the 1988 NES game Battle of Olympus.
It has enough polish and modern convenience to minimize frustration while still maintaining its retro feel. There are still a few
rough edges, but they're minor enough to not detract too severely from an otherwise fun experience.

Boss fights are the most impressive part of the game. Each fight is unique and well designed, providing a good challenge without
going overboard. It requires practice and pattern recognition to succeed but never feels unfair. The lack of a death penalty
makes trying each boss over and over a relatively painless experience, adding to the fun of of the challenge instead of punishing
you like most retro titles.

The other parts of the game are well done, though lack the same level of polish as the excellent boss fights. Exploration is
fulfilling, with a good variety of areas to explore. However, while the size of the world gives a lot to explore, it also makes
backtracking a bit tedious. Similarly, items are well designed, but the lack of good descriptions can make them hard to use.
Many items are clarified through hints from NPCs, though others remain unfortunately obtuse unless you look them up in the
manual.

While the gameplay is solid, there are a few technical issues worth noting. The lack of native gamepad support is a major
concern. Joytokey works fine, and I recommend giving it a try, but it's unfortunate to have to rely on a third party program for
such an important feature. More options would be another good addition, particularly volume and resolution adjustments.
Lastly, it would be nice to be able to adjust options during play instead of having to quit the entire game and re-launch it to get
at the options screen. A quit to menu option would be a fair workaround.

Overall, Prometheus - The Fire Thief is easily worth the $5 price tag and I'd highly recommend it to fans of the genre or retro
gamers in general. Even if you're not into retro, it's a fun game with enough modern conveniences to stand on its own.. To this
day a very cool and good game with a decent amount of players. Great little game that brings back happy memories of playing
Diggers on my Amiga as a teenager. Well worth the price and obviously a lot of work has gone into it.. This loco is the best
steam engine in game so far available on steam. The sounds and steam effects are excellent. The wheelslip effect is excellent
too, with the sound being synchronized with the movements of the wheels.

The only minor complaint I have is that I find the textures too dark and lacking definition and details for the weathered engine,
and a too clean and shiny aspect for the engine in pristine condition, looking almost like if it was made of plastic or lacker. Even
a well maintained and clean engine should have a few dents and scratches to make it more lifelike.

Also, this is a very good steamer (perhaps even a bit too much, it looks to me that it's probably a bit too easy to generate steam,
but I could be wrong).

The rolling stock included in the addon is nice and add variety (some brand new waggons and loads)

The new interior cab view that allow to operate the controls while peeking outside checking the signals at the same time is very
nice.

There are 8 scenarios coming with this addon (that's more than the usual number, which is a good thing)

To resume: this is a must have loco for the steam enthousiast, as this is the best steam locomotive released on steam so far. I
hope more steam locos like this will be released for the Weardale and Teasdale rail network.. This game has the potential to be a
great farming simulator. The foundation is there but Unfortunately, I feel they entered early access a little too quickly. Having
more systems in place would have gone a long way to making this a more enjoyable experience. Right now, I sadly can not
recommend this title. More updates and continued communication will go a long way to making this a successful and fun weed
growing simulator.

For some gameplay and a more in-depth First Look check out my video review here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/iPX1hsQrDiQ. Learn all about dominant and recessive genes by breeding adorable plants. (Who knew plants
could meow or make music!) I admit I had to start the game over quite a few times before I figured out exactly what I needed to
do to win. And the game really needs a "skip tutorial" option. Also, once you have a handle on things, it doesn't take that long to
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beat and grab all the achievements. With that said, I still recommend Crazy Plant Shop. It's cute, it's fun, and it's addictive. Even
with all the achievements under my belt, I'm sure I'll still come back and play this again.. Original TM was very good. Great
tracks and controls. This is basically the same but with a slight graphics and gameplay boost. Its also easier to hook up game
pads unlike the first one. All out great racing game.. Leeds career probably took over my life for a solid month.
10\/10

Patrick Cutrone you are a legend.. Honestly, while I had a certain amount of fun with this title, I don't think I can recommend it
in good conscience. The game suffers from an extremely low production values, with most of its sound effects and music being
stock, royalty-free sounds and music downloaded from the Internet, rather cringe-worthy animation, average art style, extremely
simple puzzles, rather non-sensical storyline, very bad technical problems (the game didn't support the native resolution of my
monitor, so I had to play it on a laptop) and an extremely short length (it only took me 2 hours to beat this). I bought it for about
a dollar from a sale, and it was the first modern hidden object game that I ever played, so I don't regret my purchase too much.
But, all things considered, I really can't recommend it to anybody.
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